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Agenda
Equitable Regulatory Environment: Thrust Area Overview
2021 Highlights
Journal Article: “Emerging Best Practices for Modeling Energy Storage in Integrated Resource Plans”
Joint Report: “Energy Storage for a Modern Electric Grid: Technology Trends and State Policy Options”

State and Industry Engagements

Looking Ahead
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Equitable Regulatory Environment Mission
Mission Statement
“Value propositions for grid storage depend on reducing institutional and regulatory hurdles to
levels comparable with those of other grid resources.”
Program Tasks:

Document federal, state and local policies affecting storage deployment
Review integrated resource plans (IRPs) and similar analytic processes affecting storage development
and deployment
Explore alternative policies that may affect technology attributes and deployment
Maintain publicly available information on storage technology and attributes affecting its deployment
Disseminate comprehensive information on storage technology status, experience, and realizable
contributions to grid resilience, emergency response, renewable deployment, and asset utilization
Provide best practices for installation and use of energy storage to regulators, policy makers and
industry
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Program Model
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Journal Article:
Emerging Best Practices for Modeling Energy Storage in IRPs
Traditional modeling tools used in integrated resources plans (IRPs) are not designed to capture the
flexible and locational benefits of energy storage. In this publication, we review how leading utilities are
evolving their processes to overcome those barriers.

Key findings:
The complex IRP process creates multiple points of
entry for improving storage modeling
Some practices relate to model inputs (cost &
performance assumptions, need forecast, scenario
identification)
Others relate to the modeling process (in-house model
development, commercial model licensing, flexibility
valuation at various points in the process)

IRP transparency is crucial to regulatory proceedings,
but utilities differ widely in how transparently they
describe their assumptions and modeling approaches
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Journal Article:
Emerging Best Practices for Modeling Energy Storage in IRPs
We identified nine distinct practices that vary widely in both cost and complexity. By illustrating these
relationships, we can assist utilities in identifying access points and evolutionary pathways.

This article has been accepted
for publication in a special edition
of IEEE Electrification Magazine
on energy storage that will be
published in December 2021.
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Joint Report:
Energy Storage for a Modern Electric Grid: Technology
Trends and State Policy Options
PNNL assisted the National Conference of State
Legislatures in preparing a primer on energy
storage for its membership.
Overview of how the electric grid works and how
storage can support it
Summary of different energy storage technologies
and their key characteristics
Barriers to energy storage deployment and
overview of legislative actions taken to address
those barriers
Case studies illustrating real-world benefits of
energy storage
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State and Industry Engagements
Midwestern states (with Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Assisted in a Grid Modernization Lab Consortium workshop on energy system planning, discussing the role
of energy storage in IRPs and distribution system planning
National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates (with LBNL)
Assisted in a Grid Modernization Lab Consortium workshop on energy system planning, discussing the role
of energy storage in IRPs and distribution system planning
Colorado
Supported the State Energy Office in drafting an RFP for a study evaluating the potential for energy storage
to support DC fast charging in remote locations; providing ongoing advisory support
New Jersey (with Sandia National Laboratories)
Assisted in a series of workshops covering multiple storage topics (PNNL contributions included federal
policy overview, overview of local distribution company operations, and storage as transmission)
Washington
Assisted staff at the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission in reviewing utility assumptions
and modeling of energy storage in their IRP filings
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State and Industry Engagements
South Carolina (with LBNL)
Presented on the role of energy storage in IRPs for the South Carolina Public Service Commission
Western states (with LBNL and the Western Interstate Energy Board)
Assisted in a Grid Modernization Lab Consortium workshop on energy system planning, discussing the role
of energy storage in IRPs and distribution system planning

Michigan
Supported the Michigan Public Service Commission’s MI Power Grid Initiative with presentations to two
working group sessions, one on energy storage ownership models and one on storage as a transmission
Presented to the Michigan Climate Advisory Committee on potential roles for energy storage in supporting
the state’s decarbonization and equity goals
Wisconsin (with SNL)
Presented on energy storage as a transmission asset at a Wisconsin PSC workshop
Massachusetts (town of Medway)
Provided an overview of energy storage technologies and codes and safety standards to town planning
officials considering a request for a large energy storage installation to be sited in their town
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State and Industry Engagements
Energy Storage Association
Presented on the role of energy storage in utility integrated resource plans at the ESA’s Planning for
Storage workshop in December 2020
Presented an Energy Storage 101 seminar at the ESA’s virtual conference & expo in April 2021
Colombia
Working with the U.S. Energy Association, recorded two training sessions for Colombian regulators on
energy storage policy options and planning processes

CAPER
Presented on best practices for modeling storage in IRPs at a conference of the Center for Advanced
Power Engineering Research, a research partnership between academia and the utility industry
Department of Energy
Presented on best practices for modeling energy storage in IRPs to the Energy Storage Grand Challenge’s
national laboratory community of practice

Assisted DOE in drafting response comments to FERC’s advanced notice of proposes rulemaking on
transmission planning
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Looking Ahead: Ongoing and Planned Projects
Reports
Retrofitting PV with energy storage
Quantitative analysis of the California energy storage mandate
Overview of energy storage safety codes & standards for regulators and policymakers
Vehicle to grid applications

Best practices in interconnection queue reform
Deploying energy storage in a co-op setting
Principles of energy equity program design
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Thank you
Jeremy Twitchell
jeremy.twitchell@pnnl.gov
971-940-7104
https://www.pnnl.gov/energy-storage
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